


How this report will change the way you train

I predict that if you spend just 15 minutes reading this thirteen page report, your approach to practicing 
grappling (among other things) will forever change. Why?

Because that's what happened to me and others who've been exposed to the principles I'm about to 
show you, and that's a fact  Once you've finished this short read, you can expect:

• Faster grappling improvement
• Less wasted time & frustration
• More enjoyment from your training

I'd suggest you print this report, get yourself a highlighter and a nice cup of coffee, and carefully read 
what I'm about to tell you. Your future will be changed!

The Grappler's Problem...

You want to be good... but you've got a family, a job,
responsibilities and other interests. Not to mention, you're
frustrated by hearing things like “It takes 10 years to
become a black belt in Jiu Jitsu.” Which begs the question...

... is there ANYTHING that could be learned in 10 years
that couldn't be learned in 7 years if it were practiced more
efficiently? And if practiced even more efficiently, why not
5?  

And, why have some well-known grapplers earned their black-belts in 3 years? Do you think they're 
just born better than you?  Obviously not.

I think you get the point.  It's not just what you practice, but your overall approach to HOW you learn 
that determines how high you climb and how fast you reach your goal. 

 Now, in case your wondering about me...

Who is Bob Dorris?

You might know me from the handful of MMA products I sell online. However, I've also been training 
& teaching the martial arts for 40 years, including grappling for the last 22 years. 

Even so, I've NEVER had any great desire to be known, and still remain rather private about it (other 
than promoting the MMA products). Training with a few close partners and students is my thing... 
rather than being well-known or showing off any skills I might have. I'm from a different era, 
background and mindset than most who will read this. 

To me, training in combative arts has always been about my own personal development, self-defense, 
and health, rather than something I'm interested in displaying publicly or being known for.  That being 
said...



...my biggest thrill is always when I develop or discover a new concept that 
quickly improves my skills or changes the way I train.  I love experimenting, 
studying and analyzing fighting, and I live for those big “Aha!” moments. 

As you can imagine, 40 years of analyzing and experimenting has led me to 
some pretty good discoveries in skill learning and performance (combative and
otherwise). 

Bottom line, I know methods and principles that speed up the process of mastering your grappling 
skills and can shave years off the time it takes you to reach your goals. I've been doing this so long that 
it seems like nothing special to me...

...but to anyone who has not discovered these things, they can be powerful tools to quickly transform 
your abilities. 

Why am I sharing this with you?

It still feels unnatural for me to publicly share any of my “best stuff” regarding training.  Clearly, the 
advantage lies in what you know... that others don't.  For proof, look no further than Royce Gracie’s 
huge advantage over all opponents... 

…until everyone learned his “secrets.” And, one of my big advantages has always been in having better
ways to practice & absorb what I train... even if others are training the same things.  So, I've always 
wanted to keep that advantage. 

However, my “advanced” age and recent life changes are making it less desirable to keep valuable 
concepts to myself. I now get more pleasure from hearing others tell me how my methods have helped 
them...

...than I do from than feeling I have an advantage over them as a potential opponents.  I guess Buddha 
was right... everything changes.

Why Most People Don't Improve Quickly

Over the last 40 years, I've trained with and taught hundreds
of grapplers and other martial artists.  In retrospect, it's
appalling at how poorly we all approached our training, and
how slowly everyone progressed.  To be blunt...

...everyone was just doing it wrong. 

Lack of basic understanding about “how to master a skill” is
the cause for a huge amount of struggling, wasted time and
frustration.  It's the reason why many people new to
grappling will ultimately fail in achieving their goals
quickly even if they have an instructor, buy lots of DVD's,
study them religiously and work extremely hard.  



It's imperative that you understand the difference between how most people practice their grappling, 
and how it should be done if you want to master your skills quickly.  The most common approaches 
include:

1 – Practicing “random” new moves.  In other words, 
simply practicing new moves without any rhyme or 
reason to which ones are chosen, other than possibly that 
they look effective or “cool”.  This is probably the 
slowest & least strategic approach to improving your 
grappling quickly, as there is generally no relation 
between practicing these moves and what is going to help
you progress the fastest. 

2 – Practicing moves in a curriculum. This is a common 
approach in most schools and is certainly a better choice 
than #1, particularly for beginners attempting to get a 
basic repertoire of fundamentals. However, as a 
curriculum is  meant for a large group of people, it is not 

tailored to YOUR specific and changing  needs, and therefore, can't possibly be your fastest route to 
progress.  

For example, if you continually get caught in a triangle choke, and the curriculum dictates that you  
spend the next 2 weeks practicing armbar escapes, you aren't likely to see any noticeable progress in 
that time.   

3 – The “natural way.” In other words, simply continuing to grapple with others more advanced than 
you, forcing you to find “solutions” along the way.  This CAN be an effective method, but there's 
nothing inherent in this approach that means you will find those “solutions” in the fastest, most 
effective way possible. 

Most likely, you are using one or more of the above approaches, and possibly you feel you are making 
adequate progress. But, I guarantee you...

... once you apply the basic (but strategic) principles that I'm about to show you, you'll feel like you 
were moving at a snail's pace before, and this will guide your future grappling training (and, most 
likely, how you approach mastering other skills, as well.) 

An Easier, Faster & More STRATEGIC Way
To Improve Your Grappling

Ok, I know that “easier & faster” sounds like a bold
claim. But, once we're done here, I think you'll agree it's
better than what you're already doing, and will be your
“go to” method from now on. 

There's 2 parts to the strategic approach I'm about to show
you... 



1 – WHAT grappling skill to master (at any given time) 
2 – HOW to quickly master that grappling skill 

Realistically, you could simply apply #2 (How to quickly master the skill) to any area of grappling you 
choose, and you'd likely see faster progress. But, if you can determine WHAT skill will improve your 
grappling the most RIGHT NOW... 

...then you'll see even faster improvement. So, assuming you want the fastest improvement possible, 
how do you decide WHAT to practice next?

How To Decide What SINGLE Grappling Skill To Practice Next

By now, you should realize that choosing random moves and positions to practice is in-efficient and 
time wasting. Not to mention, if you're already feeling overwhelmed and having trouble remembering 
your moves...

...simply practicing more random moves for no good reason isn't going to help that situation!

As much as possible, you need to figure out exactly which:

• One single skill
• Acquired right now
• Will increase your chances of dominating (or at 

least, not being defeated as easily)

… more-so than any other single skill you could practice 
today. That, my friend, is your doorway to the fastest 
progress you can make right now.   If you can figure out 
what it is, and practice it effectively (which I will show you 
soon), you will  without a doubt improve your grappling 
faster than any other skill you could  right now. 

So, how do you determine that one, single skill to practice next? 

First, you may already know the answer, but just haven't consciously identified it as your biggest 
priority yet.  So, do exactly that.  Think about the one single situation you find yourself in THE MOST 
that, if you could react better,  you'd increase your chances of dominating the situation. 

Another  shortcut is to ask the people you grapple with which specific positions they feel they can 
dominate you the easiest or have the least trouble with you. 

Still can't decide what single skill you should practice next? 

A big tip to ratchet up your speed of improvement...

...rather than RANDOMLY choosing which position you should master first, think in terms of the 
OBSTACLES preventing you from reaching your goal. Why?



You'll find that the number of specific OBSTACLES (i.e. lack of skills) you personally face to being 
proficient in a position is far LESS (i.e. more manageable) than the number of moves you could 
potentially practice from that position. This prevents you from wasting time practicing skills you don't 
need right now. 

For example: “What are my OBSTACLES to dominating
when mounted on top of my opponent?”

If it turns out that you RARELY have difficulty when you
are in the previously mentioned position  of “mount with
the opponent over-wrapping your head and arm.”...

...then mastering that skill should be pushed to the bottom
of your list. There are other skills that will give you
MUCH faster progress if you practice them now. 

Here's a step-by-step method that will define your
obstacles for you:

#1 The next few times you grapple, stop when you get in a situation where you don't know exactly 
what to do or where your opponent is dominating

#2 Write down that EXACT situation (a.k.a. “sub-position") where you had trouble. For example: . "In 
my opponents guard, caught in an arm-bar." Continue grappling and repeat.  

#3 You now have a list of exact situations you need to practice corresponding skills for. In between 
sessions:

1 – Order those situations  (sub-positions) by the most frequent ones that occur

2 -  Find the corresponding grappling moves (skills) you need to develop to respond in 
those situations. 

The only part of the above process that should seem AT ALL difficult is to find the corresponding  
grappling moves you need for those situations. However, there is a tool designed for that purpose 
that I will tell you about at the end of this report. 

The above process will tell you exactly WHAT skill (moves or drills) you should practice next, and is 
far more efficient than practicing random moves or even moves from a curriculum, because it is 
customized for you. In effect, you have just created your own “personal curriculum”. 

Now that you know WHAT skill to practice next... 

HOW to quickly master your grappling skills

Improving your grappling is SKILL LEARNING, and the science of skill learning has been researched 
and developed to the point that you no longer need (or can afford) to be vague about it. 



I believe it's best stated by author Josh Kaufman (“The First 20 Hours – How To Learn Anything Fast”)
that the fastest way to become good at ANY skill involves 4 specific principles: 

#1 Clearly define the exact skill you want to master
#2 Deconstruct that skill into the smallest possible sub-skills needed 
#3 Research just enough to practice those skills... nothing more
#4 Remove barriers to practicing the skill

So, for optimal improvement in grappling, you can see those 4 principles as:

#1 Clearly define the grappling position (skill) you want to get good at
#2 Deconstruct that position into it's sub-positions and their related grappling moves (sub-skills)
#3 Research just enough to master that position... nothing more
#4 Remove barriers to practicing and/or making fast improvement

To make the fastest possible progress, it's essential you understand those principles, so here's a quick 
look at each one. 

#1 Clearly define the exact position (skill) you want to master

“A problem well stated is a problem half solved.” - Charles Ketterin

“Vague -ness is the enemy of fast grappling progress.” -Bob Dorris 

In grappling, think of the skills you want to master in 
terms of  highly specific POSITIONS (actually, sub-
positions) you want to master. Those positions are then 
deconstructed into the needed sub-skills, which are the 
GRAPPLING MOVES & SUBMISSIONS done from 
those positions. 

The important points to understand:

1 - Recognize that you progress fastest when you work 
towards one skill at a time, and that skill must be 
realistically narrow and specific...

… otherwise it could actually be multiple skills, with 
each having too many sub-skills to easily determine & keep track of, and you'll likely become 
overwhelmed.  

For example, “I want to grapple better” is way too vague of a skill. “I want to grapple better from the 
top-mounted position” is somewhat more narrow and specific. However, you'll probably find that it 
STILL contains far too many “sub-positions” to be easily deconstructed an practiced.  

A good rule of thumb is “Make your goal more specific than feels natural.”

For example, “I want to grapple better from the top-mounted position when my opponent is over-
wrapping my head and arm”



Now, THAT'S specific. It's manageable and easily deconstructed into a relatively small number of 
grappling moves you can practice to become proficient in that position. 

#2 Deconstruct that position into it's sub-positions and their related grappling 
moves 

Once you've clearly defined the specific position (skill)
you want to master, “deconstruct” that position into the
grappling moves (submissions, sweeps, transitions) and
principles that are effective from that position. 

This may initially seem to be the most difficult or time-
consuming part of the entire process, particularly if you
don't have easy access to an instructor (or other resource)
who will take the time to break down the position and
associated grappling moves for you.  

However, there is an affordable grappling software tool
called the iGrapple® (Mobile & Desktop versions)
designed specifically for this purpose which I will discuss at the end of this report.  

You will want to arrange the order you acquire these sub-skills (grappling moves), starting with the 
ones you believe will have the most impact on your ability. This will further speed up your rate of 
improvement. 

#3 Research just enough to master that position... nothing more

This is pretty straight forward. To eliminate wasted time
and maximize speed of progress, you need to resist the 
urge to spend time searching out grappling moves that 
don't SPECIFICALLY correspond to the current specific
position you're trying to master. 

Since you've already decided which position and 
associated moves will give you the most improvement 
right now...

… researching (i.e. DVD's, YouTube) ANYTHING else 
right now can only result in less focus, wasted time and 
slower progress.  Don't do it.

#4 Remove barriers to practicing and/or making fast improvement 

This is about removing all possible barriers to practicing these sub-skills you've now defined, including
physical, mental, time-consuming and even environmental barriers.  For example, you could remove a 
barrier by keeping mats and a grappling dummy in your home, rather than driving 10 miles to the gym 
or waiting for a training partner. 

http://www.igrapple.com/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_content=link1&utm_campaign=grapplers_guide


A prime example of removing time-consuming barriers is the iGrapple® software detailed at the end of
this report. It performs 3 steps of this rapid-improvement method for you:

• Step 2 - Deconstructs your chosen position into
the sub-positions & associated grappling moves, 

• Step 3 - Shows you only the grappling moves
related to that chosen position you in the process
of mastering, and,,,

• Step 4 - Removes multiple barriers to practice &
fast improvement with near instant access to
concise video clips of these positions & grappling
moves, and can be accessed anywhere  

A Quick Recap Of How To Quickly Master
Your Grappling Skills

What I've tried to do in this report is get you thinking more strategically about WHAT and HOW you 
practice than you have before. Here's a quick recap:

1 – Practicing “random” grappling moves is the slowest method for improvement

2 – Practicing moves in a “curriculum” is effective for acquiring a repertoire of fundamentals. 
However, curriculums are not tailored to your specific & changing needs, meaning you will eventually 
spend (waste) time practicing moves that don't optimize your speed of progress right now. 

3 – Grappling with others who are more advanced can effectively point out skills you need to acquire 
or improve. However, it doesn't inherently cause you to master those skills in the fastest, most effective
way possible. 

The keys to optimizing your speed of improvement (WHAT & HOW):

1 – Determine WHAT grappling skill to master (at any given time) 

• What one single skill...
• Acquired right now...
• Will most increase your chances of dominating (or not being defeated as easily)

2 – Apply HOW to quickly master that grappling skill 

#1 Clearly define the grappling position (skill) you chose to master  in #1 above
#2 Deconstruct that position into it's sub-positions and their related grappling moves (sub-skills)
#3 Research just enough to master that position... nothing more
#4 Remove barriers to practicing and/or making fast improvement



And Finally... Putting Your Grappling Progress On STEROIDS...

As I mentioned earlier,  there is an affordable grappling tool called the 
iGrapple® (Mobile & Desktop versions) designed specifically to
shortcut EVEN MORE everything I've detailed for you in this report. 

The iGrapple® is certainly not for everyone, but if you're serious about
improving quickly and reaching your grappling goals as soon as
possible AND applying the principles I've just shown you,  this
product is for you. 

The iGrapple® is developed and well-suited for the method described
in this report.  It is a web-app that you access on your mobile phone,
tablet or desktop PC that integrates the 4 important steps I outlined
above for How To Quickly Master Your Grappling Skills. 

Here's how it works. Once you're logged into the iGrapple®...

1. You click to choose the  ONE SPECIFIC POSITION you've decided
you want to master. ( Step #1 above)

2. The iGrapple® has already DECONSTRUCTED that 
position into it's most common sub-positions that you'll 
encounter (Step #2 above)

3. The RESEARCH has already been done. Each sub-
position links to concise video demonstrations of moves 
that relate ONLY  to those exact sub-position you are 
about to master (Step #3 above)

4. The iGrapple® REMOVES BARRIERS TO 
PRACTICING & FAST IMPROVEMENT by doing all of
the above work for you, by being accessible anywhere, 
and by allowing you to practice or review anytime you've 
got a couple minutes and your mobile device. 

How To Get Access To The iGrapple® Mobile & iGrapple® Desktop

Since the iGrapple® MOBILE version has just recently been released, at the time I'm writing this, it is 
TEMPORARILY being offered  at a lower price than the original iGrapple® DESKTOP version...

...and, the iGrapple® DESKTOP version (originally $247) is being given to you FREE as a bonus. 
Obviously, this pricing will change soon, so if you're interested, I recommend you get it now before the
price increases.

And another thing...

http://www.igrapple.com/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_content=link4&utm_campaign=grapplers_guide
http://www.igrapple.com/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_content=link3&utm_campaign=grapplers_guide
http://www.igrapple.com/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=ebook&utm_content=link2&utm_campaign=grapplers_guide
http://igrapple.com/
http://igrapple.com/


Keep Training,

UPDATE - My team is starting to get a lot of grief from creators of Grappling DVD's and 
instructors who feel the iGrapple® could hurt their sales & business, apparently due to it's database of  
over 1100 video techniques and affordability. We've even heard talk of trying to prevent us from 
continuing to sell access to it. 

If that happens, it will cause people like you to unnecessarily continue progressing at a slower rate than
they could otherwise and fall short of their goals...  

...just so others can make MORE of a profit.  If you've benefited from this report at all, please help me 
fight back. How?

Help spread the word, and at the same time help your friends.  Go here right now: 
http://liveformma.com/the-grapplers-report , click on one of the social sharing buttons in the upper-
right corner and share this ebook with your friends on Facebook, Twitter or Google+.

What iGrapple® users are saying...

This product is the smartest approach to learning grappling I have ever seen. The initial outline of starting 
positions are extremely helpful to beginners like myself. I have found that my solo training is more rewarding 
because I can plan which techniques I’m going to study from the iGrapple and then execute them on the mat.”

- Kevin McIntosh, Gary, IN

-------------------- 

I just got iGrapple and I think it’s genius. As an NLP coach (Neuro Lingustic Programming) and 
MMA practitioner I can’t tell you enough how valuable this is to me for training. When I have to train 
alone, I use Submission Master and iGrapple and man do I get weeks of experience neurologically 
anchored in one session. This is truly a cutting edge training tool. 

- R.A. Desaulniers, Patagonia, AZ

http://liveformma.com/the-grapplers-report


-------------------- 

Wednesday - got in a position I didn’t know what to do. Thursday – at home, researched it on 
iGrapple, then drilled it for 15 minutes with submission master grappling dummy. Friday – got in the 
same position again, employed the move I’d practiced, and bam!, Tapout. You sir, are a genius. 

- Scott, Malibu, CA

-------------------- 

The iGrapple is the most amazing grappling resource that anyone could have! We have an entire 
library dedicated to all the Grappling Arts but the iGrapple makes us wish we would have saved my 
money on costly books. The branch system of the iGrapple takes you further in depth than most all 
instructional dvd’s do and further than any book could possibly hope to. The iGrapple is a resource that
all Grapplers should have. It has definitely improved our game at least 25% in the small amount of time
that it has been out. For anyone that is skeptical we urge you to consider it! Money very well spent! 

- Chester and Jennifer Wright, Virginia beach, VA

-------------------- 

I think you have just solved the most fundamental problem for anyone who wants to improve their 
ability as a grappler or jiu jitsu competitor. 

- Mark Holloway, Gilbert, AZ

-------------------- 

I am writing to let you know how pleased I am with iGrapple. First, I must say that your customer 
support is excellent. I had an issue with logging in, and you were able to help me promptly and 
courteously.The application itself is everything you said it would be. It is very easy to use, and I consult
it regularly. I have no doubt that the program, coupled with your training guidelines, will help my 
grappling game immensely. Thanks again for a wonderful product. I am confident that iGrapple will 
prove to be as useful as my Submission Master grappling dummy! Marcelo Corpuz, Wauconda, IL 
I really love the iGrapple, it has increased my memory of my techniques a great deal. It has guided 
me to take a new approach to my training. It is the most awesome thing created for training. 

- RJ Ceasar, MMA Fighter - Bronx, NY 

-------------------- 

My video library is difficult to keep organized and slow to find a specific technique. iGrapple’s 
organization around macro positions (like mount) and multiple micro-positions within the macro, 
creates a well-organized, quick access library, but more importantly has significantly enhanced my 
ability and speed to re-call a technique on the mat when I need it. My 19 year old son recently trained 
BJJ for 3 months at Alliance in Sao Paulo, Brazil. He took a private lesson with Fabio Gurgel (4 time 
world champion) who told him that the most important thing in grappling is to know how to react/move
in every possible position for you and your opponent. Right down to “If he grips me here, I do this. If 

http://www.igrapple.com/


he changes his position, I do this.” Your iGrapple system sets up the foundation to have an answer for 
many offensive and defensive possibilities, and through the micro-position organization help the mind 
and body access the right move in real time on the mat – this will supercharge my learning and 
execution process. 

- Eric Twigg, Farmington Hills, MI 

-------------------- 

If you are looking to improving the total intelligence of your tactics on the ground, Bob Dorris’s 
iGrapple is what I consider the ultimate standard for concise grappling information and the most 
powerful reference material of its kind. I enjoy Bob’s straight forward approach. He shows you what to 
do and where to go from there. You will get the basic positions and their appropriate positions, the 
micro-positions and counters with he best way out or how to finish, and then the same from the 
opposite perspective which I believe is a collection of around 1200 solutions. 

-  Chris Mar, Chief Tactical Instructor – Combined Operations Asia/PAC, Founding Chief Instructor 
ROC National SWAT, Chief Instructor Tactical CQC – PRC SPC, Chief Instructor – Special 
Deployment Tactical Riot Control, Founder APA Tactical CQC – CORE 

-------------------- 

…the iGrapple is an excellent resource. I do Luta Livre but my busy schedule does not always let me 
make class. Your materials not only help fill the gaps, but have made me a better combatant on the mat.

- JB, Fresno, CA 

-------------------- 

Just a few words in recognition of the iGrapple training method. As a teaching format, your system 
can be regarded as an evolutionary tree of training progression and muscle memory that is rapidly 
leaning towards reflex moves; rather than pre-processed. Great system!! 

- Terry Robinson, UK

-------------------- 

Big up to you for putting together an awesome training tool. I’m a former Marine and I’ve trained 
HARD For over 30 years (successfully I must add). Thank you very much for your hard work and 
attention to detail. Please don’t sell this to our adversary overseas! Keep up the good work, sir. 

- Ken Winnik, Fords, NJ 

-------------------- 

We now have iGrapple®, It Rocks!!!!! 

- Scott Chain, Sedona, AZ 



-------------------- 

One word describes this program. That word would be ‘WOW’. 

- Kevin Chicoine, Boise, Id 

-------------------- 

The iGrapple® is outstanding... I only wish it would have come out when I was younger cause I’d be 
a black belt champion in the UFC by now. 

- RS, Pensacola, FL 

-------------------- 

I had actually been trying to gather grappling/Jiu-Jistsu clips from a variety of sources, but the 
iGrapple has done all of that for me and provides information on a scale I could have never 
hoped to compile myself, not to mention the speed at which I can access the volumes of video clips. 
So, I jumped at the chance to get the iGrapple as soon as it was available. Due to the logical design of 
the iGrapple, the first time I used the product, I was able to easily find the exact position I had 
trained earlier that night in just a few seconds! It really is surprisingly quick and simple to find the 
exact grappling position you’re looking for. 

– Jim Connell, Nashua, NH

-------------------- 

P.S.  Ok... now you know what you need to do...  what you MUST do... if you want to accelerate your
speed of improvement as fast as possile.  You know in your heart that this IS the fastest way to 
QUICKLY master your grappling skills. 

And you can do it (temporarily) at a discount if you act now. So...

...if you are truly fired up to “Get better... faster”, click on the image below and get the iGrapple® 
Mobile (and FREE iGrapple® Desktop) NOW!


